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OF DIAGONALCUBICEQUATIONS
BY

KA-HIN LEUNG1
Abstract.
It was proved by Davenport [3] that for the nonzero integral X, the
equation \¡x^ + ■■■+\8Jtg = 0 always has a nontrivial integral solution. In this
paper, we investigate the bounds of non trivial integral solutions in terms of A,,..., X8.

1. Introduction. Pitman and Ridout [9] proved that for every 6 > 0, there exists a
constant cg with the following property. If X,,... ,X9 are nonzero integers, then the
equation

(1)

A,xf + ••• + Xgx¡= 0

has a solution in nonzero integersxu...,xg,

such that

\X[X3 \ + ■■■ +\X9x3\<

ce\Xl ■■■X9\^+e.

They conjectured [9] that it should be possible to obtain bounds for integral
solutions of the equation

(2)

X,x3 + ■■■+Xsx3 = 0

where X,,... ,X8 are nonzero integers.
However, their method cannot be directly extended. In this paper we shall use I.
Danicic's [7] idea and improve Davenport and Roth's [6] results to overcome the
difficulties and prove the following

Theorem 1. For every 6 > 0, there exists a constant ce, depending on 6 only, with
the following property. If X,,..., X8 are nonzero integers, and not all of the same sign,
then (2) has a solution in positive integers xl,...,xs
such that

\Xix3\ + ---+\X,x3\<c9\Xr--Xsr^+e.
2. Notation and general lemmas. Let X¡(i = 1,...,8)

be given nonzero integers

such that f > | X, | for all i. We write

n= ni\i
1=1

and define
SI(a) = %e{Xlx3a),

i=l,...,8,

x¡
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where e( y) = exp(27ryz) and x¡ runs through all integral values in the range

(3)

P^\X,\{/3x,<2P,

i=l,...,4,

Z>4/5<|X7|'/3;c,<2/>4/5,

y = 5,...,8.

Throughout the paper, the letters a, q, a¡, qi always denote integers. In the following
lemmas, 8 denotes a fixed small positive number and e denotes an arbitrary small
positive number, not the same throughout. The constants implied by the notation 0,
« , » are always independent of the X, and of P, and without loss of generality, we
assume the constants are greater than or equal to 1. In this section they depend only
on 8 and e; in later sections they will depend only on 6, 8 and e and so ultimately on

0, since 8 and e will be determined by 6.

Lemma2.1. (i) If p is prime and (a, p) — 1, then
S(a,p)<2Pi/2.
(ii) If (a, q) = 1, then S(a, q) « q2/3 where S(a, k) = lkx=ie(ax3/k).
Proof. Both (i) and (ii) are particular cases of Lemmas 12 and 15, respectively, of

[4]Lemma2.2. If\ß\<%, then
I(ß)=

2

\m-2/3e(ßm)«Pnnn{\,p-3\ß\-')

m = Pi

and
8/>12/5

r(ß)=

2
m = pn/5

,

±m-2/3e(ßm)«P4/5min(l,p-l2/5\ß\->).
5

Proof. See [1, Lemma 3].
Now for all a E [0,1] = /, X(a can be represented in the form

(4)
X,a = (at/q/)
-

0<ql<(\Xi\^3P)2+\

0 <<?,.< (I X.r'/lP4/5)2"8,

+ ßi

where (a,, qt) = 1,

\ßi\<q-^X,\^3Py2-S,

í=l.4,

\ßA<q7*{\\i\-^p4/sy2-S,

/ = 5,. ..,8.

Lemma 2.3. Suppose that X,a is in the form of (A). Then:

(i)//l</<4,

s,(«)=|x,r'/vs(a„*,)/(±AA)

+ o{qy3+<)

«l^r1/V/^min(l,Jp-3|X,/i8,|)(ü)//5</^8,
S,(a) =|X,|-1/V,5(a„?,)/'(±AA,)

+ 0(<7,2/3+t)

«IXJ-'/V'^^miniLi'-12/5^,./^!)
where ± is the sign o/X-.
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Proof. This is essentially the same as [1, Lemmas 7-10].
Lemma 2.4. Suppose that X¡a satisfies (4) and, in particular,

(ixl|-'/»p)-,-<,(<(ixl|->/spr+"
(I X, |-'/3p4/5y-*

2+ S

i/i</<4,

< q¡ < (| X¡ |-l/3p4/5)2 + « i/5 < ¿ < 8

Then
S<(a)<(|X/|-'/3P)3/4+a

(5)

i/l<i<4,

S,(«) « (| X,.|-'/3p4/5)V4+«

j/5 c . < 8

Proof. See [1, Lemma 13].
Before we proceed, we rearrange X, so that

(6)

|X,|>|X2|>|X,.|,

j = 3,. ..,8,

and if X,X2> 0, choose X3s.t. X,X3< 0 and define, for any g>0,h>0,

(7)

Ku(g,h) = f\Si(a)\s\SJ(a)\hda

for i = 1,... ,4,y = 5,... ,8. In proving the following lemmas, (6) is assumed.

Lemma2.5.
(i)

^.(0,4)«(|X7|--/3p4/5p

(ii)

^.(0,8)«(|Xy|-1/3P4/5)5+E.

Proof. See [9, Lemma 5].
Lemma 2.6. Let N'(m) be the number of solutions of x3 + y3 - x'3 - y'3 = 0
mod m, where 1 < x, y, x', y' < m. Then N'(m) « m7/2+e.

Proof.
4

N'(m) = Jif 2 e(ax3)
x=\

l

2m2

2

e(mxa)da

x=-2m2

2

2m2

2 e(ax3)
x=\

dafJI

2

e(mxa)

x=-2m2

\ 1/2

da

I

< m7/2+e by Hua's inequahty.

Lemma2.7.

(0

^i7.(2,4)«|X,|-1/3|Xy|-2/3P13/5+£.

(Ü)

/f¡7(2,6)«|X,|-1/3|Xy.|-7/6P19/5+e.

Proof. It is essentially the same as [6, Lemmas 5 and 6] for | X; | < | X | . Since we
may have | X, |^| Xy| , we need Lemma 2.6 to improve the result. We omit (ii) and
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prove (i) only. The integral is equal to the number of solutions
(8)

X,(x3 - x'3) + Xj(y3 + z3-y'3

- z'3) = 0

in integers satisfying
P<\\,\l'3x,

|X/|1/V«2/\

P4/5<|X,-|1/3(.y.

z,y',

z') < 2P4/5.

For these solutions with x — x', the number of pairs of y, z, y', z' satisfying
(8) « (| Xj |-'/3/>4/5-)2+e jjjg number of this ^^ of soiution js therefore
«IX |-'/3l A |-2/3pl3/5 + £
I iI
I _;'I

Now we estimate the number N of solutions with x' > x. Let x' = x + t. (8)

becomes
(9)

X,(3x2/ + 3xt2 + i3) - Xj{y3 + z3 - y'3 - z'3) = 0,

and we observe that 0 < / <| X, |"1/3P2/5. Let N(t, y', z') denote the number of
solutions for prescribed values of t, y', z'. Then

N=

2

N(t,y',z')<l

t,y',z'

2

i)'7'!

*t,y',z'

2

N2(t,y',z'))W2 = (Nj/2(N2){/2,

t,y',z'

say. It is obvious that Nx «| X, |"1/31 Xj \~2/3P2. Also N2 represents the number of

solutions of
X,.(3;t2i + 3x,i2 + /3) - Xj(y3 + z\ - y'3 - z'3) = 0,

Xi(3x2t + 3x2t2 + t3) - Xj{y¡ + z\-y'3

- z'3) = 0.

The number of solutions of these simultaneous equations with x, = x2 is « P'N.
With regard to the solution for x, =£ x2, that would imply
3X,-r(x, - x2)(xx + x2 + t) = Xj(y3 + z\-y\

- z\)

for values of yx, r„ y2, z2 such that the right-hand side is a multiple of X,. We can
determine the values of xv x2, t with/»6 possibihties, and the values of y', z' are then
determined by either of the two equations with pe possibilities. Thus the number of
solutions with x, ¥= x2 is « (| Xj\-l/3P4/5)4m-4N'(m)Pc,
where m =|X,/(X,., Xy)|
and N'(m) is defined as in Lemma 2.6. Hence

«| A, |-4/3/"6/5(| X,.I/I Xj |)"1/3+f =| X,.|-'/31X, |-'p16/5+*.
By a similar argument applied to (9),

N^X^/'lXj^P16'5^.
It follows that N2 «| X; |~1/31X; [-'p16/5^, giving the desired result
^ ^1 A, T1/3 I Xy|-2/3pl3/5 + e
x' < x is similar.

Lemma 2.8. Let A>.= (a G/: S,(a) »|X, |-1/4i'3/4+2S}, / = 1,...,4.
(i)

[ |5,(a)|6da«|X,.|-1JP3+E.
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[ I 5,.(o) I5da «I X,|-3/4pV4-2«+e_

Proof, (i) For every a in A¡, we determine a¡, q¡ such that (4) is satisfied, so by
Lemma 2.4, 0<q¡< (| X, |-V3/>y-« an(j by Lemma 2.3,
| X. |-l/4p3/4 + 2« «| 5((a) |« ?-l/3 | Xj |-l/3i>min(lj

p-3 | X./ß

|)

which imply
(io)

o<i,.«|x,.|-1/4/>3/4-6S,

|AAI<?r1/3|Xlr1/12/>-n/4~28.

Let Fa¡¡q¡denote the interval of values of a satisfying (4) and (10). Since Ai C U Fa q¡,
where qi satisfies (10) and | a, | < | X,*?,| ,

f \S,(a)\6da«ZZf
\S,(a)fda,
JF

JA

where the summations a¡, q¡ are as before.

f

•%,„

\S,(a)\6da« (P~^l\Xi\-3q-2P6dß,+ T
■'o

P'X2\ X.fqffidß,

jp-3\x,\

«|x,.|-V2p3.
So

[ | S,(a) |6da « 2 2 IX, \-2q~2P3«| X, \~lP3+e.

JA

(ii) follows easily from (i).
Lemma 2.9. Assume that P > Il35/24. Then:

Ci)For i = 1,...,4,7 = 5,...,8,
f | S¡(a) |31S,(a) I4da «\Xi |-9/16| X, |-7/9p67/20+2*+« ^

= tj

-4/

«| X,.|"2/3 I X, |-V9p67/20 + 2«+ £ if¡ _¿ !

(Ü)
ffy(3,4)

«| X, |-7/'2 | X, |-2/3/>67/20+ 2S+ E;

- = 23Aj

= 5)

g

Proof, (i)
¿ | S,.(«) |31 S/a)

|4 da « K,j(2,6)2/3(/^

| $(«) |5 ¿aj'/3

«| X,. |_17/36 | X . |-V9pl97/60 + e/

Using P > n35/24, which implies P > | X, |35/24 and P >| X,.|35/12if í # 1, (i) follows,
(ii)
/y3,4)«/|S,.(a)|3|S,(«)|4¿«+(
-4,

«|\.|-V12|X.|-2/3/)67/20

|í,(a)|3|S»|4<ía
y7\¿(

+ 2S+ e + | ^ |-l/4p3/4

By (i) and Lemma 2.7(i), (ii) follows.
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3. Minor arcs for the proof of Theorem 1. We let 9L(P) be the number of integral
solutions of (2) which lie in the ' box' determined by (3). We shall show that for a
given positive number 6, there exists a positive constant D9, independent of X,, such
that if Px~e > DeU35/24, then 9l(/>) > 0. So we may take P such that DeU35/24 <
Pl~e < 2Z>9I135/24,which will imply there exists a solution of (2) in nonzero integers

with

21 x,x31< s{2Den35/24fA,~e) < Keu35^-"\
i
where Ke depends^on 0 only, so for every $ > 0, we can find 0 < 6 < 1 such that

35/8(1 - 6) < 35/8 + <i>,
and hence Theorem 1 follows.
We now use
8

%(P) = fv(a) da, where V(a) = [J S,(a)
and estimate %(P) will be of the form cU'[/3~£P2l/5 where c > 0, and the error
terms are substantially smaller than n~1/3.P2l/5 provided P is substantially larger
than n35/24.
By Dirichlet's theorem on diophantine approximation, for each a in I and i, there
exists a rational approximation a¡/q¡ to X,a such that (4) holds. Let S = Uf=,.o,
where

B, = (a e /: S,(a) «| \,\-l/*P3'4+u},

Ki<4,

Bj = [a G /: Sj(a) «\Xj\^4P3^+2S},

5 <y < 8.

Lemma 3.1. }s \ V(a) \ da « n-3/16/»41/,0+4S+£.
Proof.

We may assume that the constants implied in defining Ai and Bf are the

same for /',... ,4. Then^, = I\Bt, i = 1,... ,4.
Let A = Ax n A2 n A3 n A4 and

s = (5, n b2) u (5, n^42) u (b2 n^,)

u (54 n^,n^)u

u (b3 n^n^2)

U (ä, n ^).
7= 5

(0
/

|F(a)|da«|X1|-'/4|X2|-1/4P3/2+4Sf ¿ Ô M2-4))
« n"3/16i>41//10+4S+c

By Lemma 2.7 and notice that | X, | , | X21> | X•| for/' = 3,4,..., 8.
(ii)

/"

|F(a)|rfa,

'BtriAj
I

R

\ 1/12 /

«| X, |-'/4p3/4 +2S| ¿ j | Sz(a) |3 ! Sj{a) ,4^ 1
/=5

-^2

/
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By Lemma 2.9,
«IX
^-|A,|

|-'/4IX|A2| I"2/9 IX
+ 48+ e
|A3| I"7/36 I| A
A4 l_7/36IX
|
| A5 ---AAg |-19/108p41/10
|
r

^ TT-3/16p41/10

+ 48 + e

Similarly for B2 C\A,.
(iii)
/.S-,n(/(,n/i2)

V(a)\da
4

«|X3|-1/4P3/4+2S

1/12

8

H n/

|S»|3|S,(a)|4¿a

\ k=\ ; = 5 AtnA2
A:^3

By Lemma 2.9,
«| X, |-3/'6 | X2 |"2/9 | X3 I"'/4 I X4 I"7/36I X5 • • • X8 |-V27p41/10+48+(
<g rT-3/16p41/10+4«

+e

Similarly for B4 n Ax n A2.
(iv)Fory = 5,...,8,
/

/

'B,n/4
J"-nÀ

\V(a)\da<\XJ\^4P3^

4

+2S n

II /

k=\m

4

«|X.|-,/4P3/s+2a

\ 1/12

8

\Sk(a)\4\Sm(a)\3da

= íJAk
m^j

1/24

8

II II Kkj2,6)f \Sk(a)\6da
¿=1 m=5
m¥=j

By Lemmas 2.7, 2.8 and using the fact that P > IT,
« n~1/6/>4

+ 2S « TJ-3/16p41/10

+ 4i + e

Summing up (i) to (iv) the desired result follows.
4. Major arcs for the proof of Theorem 1. We define
M=

(aG5:5,(a)»|X,|-1/4i>3/4+2fi,/=l,...,4,

and Sj(a) >| X,\-V*p3/s+Uj

= 5>

>gj

Since we have assumed the constants implied are greater than or equal to 1, by
Lemma 2.4, the rational approximation ai/qi which satisfies (4) must satisfy

9,<(|X,|-'/3P),-Ä,

i=l,...,4;

^<(|Xv|-|/3p4/5)-«)

;=5)...s8.

By Lemma 2.3, this will imply that

(11)
o<4,<(|x,|-'/3/>)3/4,

|A/xj<|X/|-1/12p-1,/4-2í,

i = l,...,4,

0<^<(|X7|-I/3JP4/5)3/4,

|iS/Xy|<|Xy|-,/,2p-,1/s-2í,

y = 5,...,

We consider several lemmas before we proceed.
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Lemma 4.1. (i) // P > 4 | X, |1/2, then there is at most one approximation a¡/q¡ to

X,a such that (4) and (11) hold.

(ii) IfP>4\

XjXk| and (4) and(\\) holdfor i =j, k (j * k), then
aj/Xjaj = akAkQk-

(iii)If (4) and (11)hold,then
Iß^qr^X^P)-2-8

i=l.4,

\ßj\<q]\\Xi\-^P^)-2-\

j = 5,...,%.

Proof. The proofs are essentially the same as [9, Lemma 8]. We prove (iii) only,
(iii)

\ßi\qi<\XiWXlV/UP-U/A-2S{\^lV/*P'/*)

(/= 1.....4)

<(|X,.|-'/3P)-2-8.

Similarly fory = 5,..., 8.
Suppose that a G M and for each i let a¡/q¡ be an approximation which satisfies
(4) and (11). Since we have assumed P > Il35/24, by Lemma 4.1(i), ai/qi are unique
for X,a and, by (ii), a^/X^q^ = ak/Xkqk, for all j, k. Hence there exist unique
integers a, q such that (a, q) = 1, q > 0 and

(12)

a,/?, = \¡a/q

for all i. Let

(13)

*,= (X1,î),

i=l,...,8.

Then

(14)

a, = X,.fl/fi,.,

*, = «/*,.

By ( 11), we have
(15)

0<<?<

min

(ô,J X, H/4j>3/4f * , x ,-i/4p3/5]

5</< 8

and
(16)

\a-a/q\^\X,\-^np-u/4-2S.

Since P > n35/24 and (6) is satisfied, this implies P > | X, |35/24 and P > | Xy|35/8 for

y = 3,...,8.
(17)

pl9/35<minj|p24/35|-l/4p3/4j(p8/35)-l/4p3/5J

« min fS,|X,.|-1/4P3/4,6,|X,|-1/4/'3/5)
S</<8
< (p8/35)3/4p3/5

< p4/5^

We define /
to be the interval determined by (16). By previous argument, if
a G M, then every rational approximation a¡/q¡ satisfying (4) must satisfy (11),
which implies a G / for some a, q such that 0 < a «£ q — 1 and g satisfies (15).
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0<a<q

— 1 and (15) holds, where the 8¡ are defined by (13). If a belongs to the interval Ia 'I
defined as above, then a G I and the approximation a¡/q¡, such that (a¡,q¡) = 1
and q¡> 1, defined by (12), satisfy (11) and (14), and these intervals do not overlap
because of the uniqueness of the a,/<7,.
By Lemma 4.1(iii), we can always use Lemma 2.3 to estimate S,(a) for a in M. We
can now estimate the contribution from M to %(P).

Lemma4.2. // 8 < 1/30,
(18)

[ V(a) da = n-^3<SR(P)

+ 0(P39/'0)

oo

q— 1

w/iÉ>r<?@=2

2

q=\

(?i ■■■q»ylS(a[,q]),...,S(as,qs),

a=0
(a,q)=\

the a¡, q¡ are defined by (13) and (14), and R(P) » P2[/5.
Proof. Suppose a G M and define ai/qi by (13) and (14) and write
ß = a-a/q

= ß,/Xl,

z=l,...,8.

Then by Lemma 2.3,

F(«) = ir'/3( ^qM^q,)I^ß)\[

ütfSia^qJl'^ß^+E,

where ± is the sign of X, and the error E satisfies
8

/

£<2?,2/3+t

8

\

niM_,/v/3

«^♦'(ininil.p-'l/ar1))
Since | X, |-'<7^q,^q

\2

for all i by (13) and (14),

[ £Ja«2'2'i
m

^32/s(min(i'-p"3ii8r1))2

^-5/3+Ei,32/5min(l,p-6|)8|-2)i/Q
q
a

a

la.q
'a.a

«2'2'<r5/3+^17/5«'pl9/5
q

by (17),

a

where 1'q1'a denotes the range of q defined in (15), (a, q) = 1 and 0 «s a < q. Since
the I do not overlap, it follows that

(19)

Í V(a)da = Il-^3l'l'(qr--qsyiS(ai,qi),...,S(as,qs)
™

q

x/

a

i\i(±ß)f[r(ß)da + o(p^).

7„,„=1

,'=5
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The error caused by replacing Iaq in (19) by the interval | a - a/q\<

«n-'/32'2'(i,
q

■■■q,rl/3(
a

{ is

Pi6/imin(\,p-3\ß\->)4da,
>a.q

where I* q is the set a = a/q + ß such that
I ß l>l Al \-^np-U/4-2&

since P^X,

> p-17/6-28 > p-3

| and 25 < \.

Now, for any pair a, q,
n-'/3(<7,

• • • qsyi/3P'24/5

[

ß~4 da « ?-V3p37/.0

JK,q

+ 6S

Hence the total error is certainly
oo

^ p37/10 + 6« V
q=]

q-1

V

-8/3

«g p39/10

a=0

provided that 65 < j. Thus we have

(20)

[ V(a) da = n-'/32'2'(<7,
JM

q

' "' is)"'^«.^.)

"""S(a^ 9s)R(P)

a

+ 0(P19^),

where

(21)

R(P)=f/2J[l(ß)ni'(ß)dß
"1/2 i=I

= r«

7= 5

2

(m, •••m8r2/3

/«i.m8

by definition of I(ß) and /'(ß), where
(22)

P3=£ m¡^c\P3,

i = 1,...,4,

/'l2/5^m7<8/>12/5,

y =5,...,

8,

and ±mx ± m2 ± ■■■±w8 = 0.

Since either X2 or X3 has sign different then X,, without loss of generality, we
assume X2X, < 0. So now the last condition is
(23)

m, -m2

+ m3+m4

+ •■• +m8

for each (m2,.. . ,m4) such that

4P3 <m2<

5P3,

P3 < m¡ < 5P3/4,

i = 3,4,

and the integer m, defined by (23) satisfies P3 < m, =s 8.P3. Thus the number of
solutions of (23) such that (22) holds is » p9p48/5 por any sucn soiution we have
(mr--msy2/3>2-16p-*p-32/5.

Thus R(P) » P2l/5 as required.
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The error caused by extending the range of summation for q to infinity is
«n-'/32

2(<?. •••?8)"1/V6/5/''/2min(i,Jp-6|ys|-2)^
q

a

•'-1/2

«n-^SSUi-ftr'V^
q

a

where q is summed over the range q > Pi9/35, and a is as before. We consider a
particular set of divisors 5,,... ,58 of X,,... ,X8, repectively. The contribution to the
above from those pairs a, q corresponding to 5,,... ,58 is
«n-'/3(ô,

•••58)I/V2'/5

2

<r5/3-

9>/>19/35

Thus the contribution from these a, q is
« I1"1/3.P21/5(S

• • • 5 )1/3p-38/105

« rT-l/3p21/5jTl/3p-38/105

« p39/!0-£

Since n « P, the number of different possibilities for 5, • ■■ô8 is 0(Pe),
follows that the total error is « p39/10. Hence the result followed.

and it

5. The singular series. Firstly, we assume that the X, are cube-free and no prime
divides more than five of them. The following lemma shows that the assumption
may be made without loss of generality.
Lemma 5.1. If Theorem 1 holds provided the X, are cube-free nonzero integers such
that no prime divides more than five of them, then it holds for every set of nonzero

integral X,.
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as [9, Lemma 5].
We now investigate the singular series @ defined by (18). Since S(X¡a,q) =
8¡S(a¡, q¿) and S(X¡a, q) is periodic of period q, we may rewrite the series as

2

2

q=\

a=\

q-*S(X,a,q)---S(Xsa,q).

(a,q)=\

For p prime, we define
oo

(24)

P"

8

x(p) = i+ 2 S^'IISÍX,*,/")
v=\

a=\

;=1

and M(P") to be the number of solutions (mod p") of the congruence
8

(25)

2M3=0
i=i

(mod/»').

Similar to [9, §6], we have

(26)

x(p)=

]im P-1-M(P") and @= IIx(/').

where the product is over all primes/?.
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Lemma 5.2. (i) If s > 3, p is any prime, and p \ | X, • ■• Xs \ , then there is a nontrivial
solution (i.e. one with some x¡ s 0) of

(27)

2X,x,3=0
i=i

(mod/>).

(ii) Suppose that p =£ 3 is a prime such that X],...,XS are not divisible by p and
XJ+1,.. .,X8 are divisible by p, and let <Dl(p) denote the number of nontrivial solutions

of (27). Thenfor all v > 0,
M(p")^p7c-,)+<8-J»9l(p).

(iii) 7/X,,... ,X8 are cube-free and v > 6, then A6(3") s* 37(""6).
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as [9, Lemma 10].
Lemma 5.3. (i) There is an absolute constant C, > 0 such that

Wx(p)>\ (p\u,p>ct).
p
(ii) There is a constant C2 = C2(e) > 0 such that

]lx(p)>n-c
p

(p\u,p>c2).

(iii) We have <B»ire.
(The products in (i) and (ii) are over all primes p which satisfy the condition in
parentheses.)

Proof. See [9, Lemma 11].
6. Completion of the proof of Theorem 1. Assuming that P > n35/24 and 8 < 35,
by Lemmas 4.2 (with e = 8), 5.2 and 3.1 (since we have I\M
<3L(p) = cEn-('/3)-T21/5

C S), we have

+ E,

where Cc > 0 and
E « n~3/16P41/10

+ 5« 4- p39/10

^ TT-3/16p41/10

+ 5Ä

<g TJ-1/3p21/5/jj-35/24pl-e\-1/'0p5S-S/10

For given 0 > 0, we choose e > 0 and 8 > 0 such that e + 55 < 0/20, 8 < 1/30.
Then p5S~6/]0 < p-£-e/20

Since ¿>>n35/24 certainly holds if P1"9 > II35/24, it now follows from the
preceding paragraph that there is a constant De such that %(P) > 0 provided
Pl~e > DeTl35/24.By the remarks at the beginning of §3 this completes the proof of
Theorem 1.
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